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Music is life for those who understand its worth and appreciate its purity. Musicians are highly
passionate about music and anything connected to it. Musical instruments are not just a piece of
wood, string, or metal,  for musicians but are much more to them as these instruments possess the
potential of producing melodious music that is serene to the ears. Melodious instruments like drums,
violins, cellos, guitars, and many others are not only dear to musicians, but also expensive. The
importance a musical instrument carries in a professional's life cannot be wholly understood by non-
musicians. Instrumentalists love and care for their equipments and are constantly worried about
their safety and maintenance. Consequently, in order to produce inspiring music, musicians must be
at peace about the safety of their instruments which is why they opt for musical instrument
insurance such as drum insurance, cello insurance, and guitar insurance to ensure that their
valuable instruments are safe and sound.

This is where Clarion Associates enters the picture. It has been providing musical instrument
insurance for over 25 successful years, offering enhanced musical instrument insurance policies to
professional musicians travelling around the world. Insurance not only covers damage or theft of the
instrument, but many other bad things that can happen. Clarion Associates is an insurance provider
that offers a 24/7 claim hot-line to valued customers worldwide. Their dealers are highly
knowledgeable in offering services. The amount of flexible instrument insurance services Clarion
Associates provides are phenomenal and in-demand as the customer gets complete support and
assistance for each and every musical instrument insured.

Musicians owning vintage musical equipments must be on the safe side by insuring their classic
instruments. By and large, musicians carry their instruments along to concerts or events where
there is risk of them being stolen, harmed, damaged, etc. However, musical instrument insurance is
the final and most wise option to safeguard instruments. As far as selecting an insurance policy is
concerned, Clarion Associates offer a host of musical instrument insurance policies that fit in
anyone's budget and requirements. Simply make sure that the policy you opt for covers all the
required areas of your concern. Choosing the right cover plan will give you peace of mind and
power to produce rhythmic, soul-reaching music. Many insurance providers also offer insurance for
musical instruments that you do not own but are renting.

The growing trend of offering musical instrument insurance led directly to the rise in insurance
providers. Services included violin insurance, drum insurance, cello insurance, guitar insurance and
insurance for any musical equipment.  All services provided by Clarion Associates are highly flexible
and trusted. The UNIQUE coverage of insurance policies by Clarion Associates cannot be found
with any other musical instrument insurance provider. An insured musical instrument allows you
peace of mind, which is the objective of insurance companies in the end. Likewise, the management
at Clarion Associates, with the help of state of the art technology, strives to deliver high-speed
service as well to introduce value added services that are beneficial to customers.
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The author states the various offerings of Clarion Associates, a musical instrument insurance
provider that provides a drum insurance, cello insurance as well as heritage instrument insurance
for a small recording studios.
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